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Discipling the next generation

“Discipling the next generation” 
was the theme chosen by our speaker 
Bro. Nico Capucion. The Magis Youth-
sponsored ComCel on 6 June 2015, was 
attended by a large number of youth. The 
highlight of Nico’s talk was to understand 
the role of youth in today’s church as well 
as society. 

As the so-called  “Millennials,” our 
youth are the biggest hope the church can 
offer to the world. Our role as a community 
would be to provide the youth a platform to 
be nurtured into the adults we want them 
to be. The influence that each of our young 
hearts can bring into the world is one of 
the biggest potential we have. By providing 
them with love, examples of tithing and 
caring for community, by involving them in 
our outreach programs, are all avenues for 
fostering influential value systems in our 
youth.

Nico also reminded the community 
of 1 Corinthians 14: “Let LOVE be your 
highest goal.” By loving our youth the way 
they need to be loved is one of the best 
ways we can provide encouragement and 
support for our youth.  The big question 
set before us is “What is our motivation to 
disciple our youth?”  If we want our youth 
to change we will have to accept that only 
love can change a person’s heart. If we 
want to have a better relationship with our 
children we can only build strong bridges 
by showing our love for them.  And finally, 
we want our youth to know God but this is 
only possible if we teach them how to love. 

By sharing his own life story and how 
his community helped him outgrow his 
emptiness and loneliness, was inspiring.  
The youth were touched by his emotional 
journey to accept the call in life to be a 
youth minister and work with other youth 
for God’s glory. 

Nico led us into a prayerful time after 
the talk with his music and praise and 
worship. Many of the youth shared that 
they experienced a strong connection with 

Nico Capucion, our guest speaker/sharer at the June Community Celebration sponsored 
by the Youth Ministry and the Magis Youth.

Continued on page 15
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I

Miraculous
mustard

14 June 2015
Ruben M. Tanseco, SJ

n today’s Gospel reading, Jesus is 
quoted as comparing the Kingdom of 
God to a mustard tree. From the small-
est seed planted on the earth, it slowly 

grows unnoticed, and in time, becomes 
the largest of trees. “It is like a mustard 
seed that, when it is sown in the ground, is 
the smallest of all seeds on the earth. But 
once it is sown, it springs up and becomes 
the largest of plants and puts forth large 
branches, so that the birds of the sky can 
dwell in its shade” (Mk. 4:31-32). But be-
fore this can happen, it takes a lot of time, 
sunshine and rain, even storms at times. 
Through it all, the mustard survives and 
finally blooms in such an admirable way.

This is the destiny, not only of the 
mustard seed, but of each one of us, in our 

individual unique ways. God is so rich and 
loving in countless ways as He has been 
planting each human mustard seed, all the 
way to the end of each human mustard’s 
life on earth. Most of all, Jesus Himself 
chose to be born like a tiny mustard seed, 
born in a manger, grew up under the lov-
ing care of poor parents, went through a lot 
of joys as well as pains, until as an adult, 
he was able to love one and all uncondi-
tionally, and leave behind a heritage that is 
universal and cosmic.

What about you? Like Christ and the 
rest of us, you were born like a tiny mustard 
seed. And in God’s plan and loving provi-
dence, you were created for a purpose, ac-
cording to your uniqueness as a person. 
What are your gifts as a person that you 
are missioned by no less than God to share 
with others, starting with your family, all the 

way to whoever and wherever God sends 
you, directly or indirectly. If you are now a 
full-grown mustard plant, where does God 
want you to spread your branches, so that 
those who are in need can dwell in their 
shade? Are you now aware of your unique 
gifts from God and what mission he is ask-
ing you to take? If you still need to discern 
God’s will for you, go through a prayerful 
process of discernment under a spiritual 
guide. You will then feel how much a part 
you are of God’s Kingdom. Otherwise, the 
opposite kingdom will keep tempting you 
to join them with all their worldly attrac-
tions, which are very seductive indeed. 
The kingdom of Satan.

Take this ordinary male infant, born to 
an ordinary mother, in an ordinary public 
hospital. Through the months and years 
that followed, he was loved and cared for 
by his parents all the way to his college 
graduation. But his years of growing up 
were full of ups-and-downs, financial dif-
ficulties, serious illness a couple of times, 
and tragic events, like his mother’s death 
when he was only 24 years old. Through it 
all, he carried on, and believe it or not, he 
was elected mayor of their town when he 
was 30 years old. He was already married 
by then, and he and his devoted wife had 
already one lovely child. As a man of moral 
integrity and with concern for our country, 
he gave his best as a responsible and 
dedicated public servant. His opponents 
kept giving him threats and problems, but 
he took it all, with his deep and strong faith 
in God. He lived what he learned early on 
in life about servant-leadership. It is the 
leader who serves, and not the leader who 
is served. He especially reached out to the 
poor in their barrios, who gratefully called 
him their “kuya.”

Our second reading gives us the 
answer as to how our young mayor has 
been able to hold on. “Now the one who 
has prepared us for this very thing is God, 
who has given us the Spirit as a first in-
stallment. So we are always courageous, 
although we know that while we are at 
home in the body we are away from the 
Lord, for we walk by faith, not by sight. Yet 
we are courageous, and we would rather 
leave the body and go home to the Lord.” 
(2 Cor. 5:5-8).

We can consider courage as fruit of 
confidence. As the spiritual author William 

Maestri once wrote: “The realization of our 
finitude and need for God’s grace can lead 
to confidence. The small mustard seed 
can spring into the largest shrub. How is 
this done? By placing total trust in God. 
God’s grace works through our human 
weakness. Our limitations can open us 
up to the possibility of letting God’s work 
be our own... Real confidence is know-
ing (in faith) that our few resources, lowly 
condition and withered heart will be mag-
nified by the Lord, exalted by his grace, 
and bloom with lasting fruit of the Spirit.” 
(Grace upon Grace, p. 176).

Here again, we can see how the ego 
can be the greatest enemy of one’s self. 
When I choose my ego to be my con-
stant companion, then my ego becomes 
my god. But when I set aside my ego and 
lovingly embrace the true God as my con-
stant companion, it makes all the differ-
ence in the world. I become like the mus-
tard seed that has grown to be a large tree 
with branches and provide home and rest 
for those in need. Little by little, I become 
more like the lover Christ, who also began 
His life here on earth as a human mustard 
seed and in time “becomes the largest of 
plants and puts forth large branches, so 
that the birds of the sky can dwell in its 
shade.” (Mk. 4:32).
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 Editorial

Tina A. Mossesgeld, Cana BCGG

“The Lord appointed seventy-two 
others and sent them out, ahead of him, 
in pairs, to all the towns and places he 
himself would be visiting” (Lk. 10, 1).

What does this scripture passage mean to us 
as members of the Magis Deo Community? 
Perhaps this passage can help us focus our 

attention on how we have been answering God’s call 
to be his disciples through the Magis Deo Community.  
As members being formed in Ignatian Spirituality, we 
are invited at certain times in our life in the Magis Deo 
Community, to reflect on why we are in Magis Deo and 
what seems to be God’s invitation for us at this stage of 
our life in the community. 

If you joined the M.E. Weekend why did you stay 
for the reunions?  What made you continue after your 
class has sponsored an M.E. Weekend?  Now you are a 
member of a Basic Christian Growth Group and maybe 
even a shepherd of an M.E. Class or BCGG, or head of 
a committee or ministry, or member of the Pastoral 
Council.  What motivates you to stay on and say yes to 
invitations to serve in various capacities?  

Beyond the friendships, the common interests, the 
need to belong, and even the desire to serve, do we 
have a sense that we are being sent by our Lord Jesus 
Christ, like the seventy-two disciples, with Jesus telling 
us “the harvest is plentiful but the laborers are few?”  
Can we imagine Jesus sharing with us his mission to be 
a force for good in our marriages, in our families, and 
in and through the Magis Deo Community to help the 
poor?  As we dwell on our being sent by Our Lord Jesus 
Christ to be a light to others, how does this make us 
feel?  

When the seventy-two disciples return from their 
mission, they joyfully tell Jesus about the wonders they 
were able to do in his name.  What about us?  If we reflect 
on our life in the community, are we equally happy about 
our growth as his disciples, how we have persevered in the 
journey despite the difficulties, as well as the big and small 
things we were able to do in his name in our families, for 
others in and through the community, especially the poor? 

 The journey   is never easy and we continue to struggle 
to be faithful.  There may be commitments we find difficult 
to fulfill as we assume responsibilities.  There may have 
been hurt feelings, feelings of being unappreciated or 
difficulties in working with each other. But aren’t there also 
many moments when you have this strong sense that you 
are where God wants you to be, when you feel affirmed 
about the path you have taken, when you feel so grateful to 
have been formed in Magis Deo and to have worked in the 
Lord’s vineyard through Magis Deo?  There are shadows but 
there are also lights along the way.

Now we ask ourselves, where is the Lord sending us in 
his name?  In what aspect of our marital, family, community 
and being Church for the poor are we being invited to 
be more present, to be more involved, to be more? The 
pioneers and the veterans of Magis Deo have given way 
to new faces but continue to help when needed. Many 
younger members are now in positions of responsibility. But 
much still need to be done.  The laborers are still few.  Each 
one of us can try a little bit harder to be more available, 
to support the community more through our talents and 
resources, as we strive to deepen our connection to Christ 
and heed his call to mission.

Let us be encouraged and inspired by this prayer of the 
late Bishop Francisco F. Claver, SJ:

“In the very trying, we create our own light:
 light for our feet, so we know where we are going;
 light for our hands, so we can do what must be done;
 above all light for the spirit, 

so we can see with some of the clarity of God’s 
 vision what our darknesses are all about, 
 so we can turn our despairs into hopes,
 our weaknesses into strengths.

And the light we help create – not forgetting it comes from 
the Father of Light himself – will in turn help light up our 
world.”

Why are we in 
Magis Deo?
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 CounCil CornEr

Stewardship and 
sharing start at 

home

Harry Chua
Council, Sirach BCGG

Most members know the Community Services Ministry 
(CSM) as the ministry responsible for the Community Celebra-
tion (ComCel), followed by the Liturgy, ending with the agape. 
The ministry also arranges for community events like the Family 
Day, Magis or Couples Night, sports fest, etc.

To simplify, the ME Ministry is in charge of the Marriage 
Encounter Weekends. The Formation Ministry takes care of 
the formation of members through AIR and SDR, etc., and the 
formation of shepherds and sharers. The Outreach Ministry 
conducts outreach programs such as suyuans and others. The 
Youth Ministry role is self explanatory. The Praxis Ministry takes 
care of, well, the mysterious “Praxis”! Praxis is in charge of the 
BCGGs to ensure members live out our Ignatian spirituality, liv-
ing a life of stewardship, simplicity, sharing and service to others.

And CSM? The CSM is “responsible for providing overall 
supervision of support services to the Community. It creates 
awareness and encourages participation among all members 
with respect to the community’s identified program of events and 
activities for the year. It plans, identifies, conceptualizes, imple-
ments and supervises other activities that will best strengthen 
the community-building efforts of the Community.” Quite a 
mouthful.

So aside from the above-mentioned activities of CSM, it is 
also in charge of the Music Ministry and our monthly Newsletter. 
And surprisingly, by default, it is also tasked to make sure that all 
the other ministries will have the funds to run their programs.

Which brings us to the question, how much does it take 
for Magis to operate for one year? The budget for 2015 is 
P1,920,000 and our projected revenue is P1,360,000, for an 
expected deficit of P560,000. Our membership fees just about 
cover our office expenses of P400,000. For the past few years, 
the deficit ran from P500,000 to P600,000. How were our deficits 
covered? Mostly through the annual Magis Golf Tournament. 
And year in year out, we have been tapping mostly the same do-
nors and sponsors. What happens when donors’ fatigue sets in?

We, as members of Magis Deo, are also its stewards. Stew-
ardship means the care of people, resources, gifts and talents 
and ensuring the continued existence of the organization.

Can Magis Deo be self-sustaining through internally gener-
ated resources rather than to depend on annual fund-raising ac-
tivities? Shouldn’t Magis Deo be able to support itself? If Magis 
members believe in the organization and receive benefits from 
it, shouldn’t it be their responsibility to support it financially? At 
least for those who can afford to contribute?

Many Magis members have their own private charities. 
Some support scholars; some have given generously in support 
of the Marriage Encounter and the Outreach ministries. A few 
have continued to give “love offerings” initiated years previously. 
These are monthly pledges in various amounts to help support 
Magis. (This year, P150,000 projected.) And herein lies a way to 
make Magis financially independent – a proposal to expand and 
sustain these “love offerings.”

We have more than 150 couples and solo members. How 
many are capable of pledging a monthly amount to Magis? And 
of those capable, how many are willing to do so? Definitely, 
almost all of us can afford to give P100 a month. How about 
P500, or P1,000 or two, or five, or even ten?

“Remember this: Whoever sows sparingly will also reap 
sparingly, and whoever sows generously will also reap gener-
ously. Each of you should give what you have decided in your 
heart to give, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves 
a cheerful giver.” (2 Cor. 9:6-7)

The question is, how do we find an efficient and effective 
way for our members to be cheerful givers?
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Top Ten Takeaways 
from “Laudato Si”
Jun 18 2015 | James Martin, S.J.

Pope Francis’ revolutionary new encyclical calls for a “broad 
cultural revolution” to confront the environmental crisis. “Laudato 
Si” is also quite lengthy. Can it be summarized? In other words, 
what are the main messages, or “takeaways” of this encyclical?

1) The spiritual perspective is now part of the discussion 
on the environment.

The greatest contribution of “Laudato Si” to the environmental 
dialogue is, to my mind, its systematic overview of the crisis from 
a religious point of view. Until now, the environmental dialogue 
has been framed mainly with political, scientific and economic 
language. With this new encyclical, the language of faith enters the 
discussion—clearly, decisively and systematically. This does not 
mean that Pope Francis is imposing his beliefs on those concerned 
about the environment. “I am well aware,” he says, that not all are 
believers (No. 62). Nonetheless, the encyclical firmly grounds the 
discussion in a spiritual perspective and invites others to listen to 
a religious point of view, particularly its understanding of creation 
as a holy and precious gift from God to be reverenced by all men 
and women. But the pope also hopes to offer “ample motivation” 
to Christians and other believers “to care for nature” (No. 64). This 
does also not mean that other popes (and other parts of the church) 
have not spoken about the crisis—Francis highlights the teachings 
of his predecessors, particularly St. John Paul II and Pope Emeritus 
Benedict XVI. But in its systematic spiritual approach, this is 
a groundbreaking document that expands the conversation by 
inviting believers into the dialogue and providing fresh insights for 
those already involved.

2) The poor are disproportionately affected by climate 
change.

The disproportionate effect of environmental change on the poor 
and on the developing world is highlighted in almost every section 
of the encyclical. Indeed, near the beginning of “Laudato Si,” the 
pope states that focus on the poor is one the central themes of the 
encyclical, and he provides many baneful examples of the effects of 
climate change, whose “worse impacts” are felt by those living in 
the developing countries. This is not simply the result of the power 
of the rich to make decisions that do not take the poor into account, 
but because the poor themselves have fewer financial resources 
that enable them to adapt to climate change. Additionally, the 
natural resources of those poorer countries “fuel” the development 
of the richer countries “at the cost of their own present and future” 
(No. 52). Throughout the encyclical, the pope appeals to the 
Gospels, to Catholic social teaching and to the statements of recent 
popes to critique the exclusion of anyone from benefits of the goods 
of creation. Overall, in decisions regarding the environment and 
the use of the earth’s common resources, he repeatedly calls for an 
appreciation of the “immense dignity of the poor” (No. 158).

3) Less is more.
Pope Francis takes aim at what he calls the “technocratic” 
mindset, in which technology is seen as the “principal key” to 
human existence (No. 110). He critiques an unthinking reliance on 
market forces, in which every technological, scientific or industrial 
advancement is embraced before considering how it will affect 
the environment and “without concern for its potential negative 
impact on human beings” (No. 109). This is not the view of a 
Luddite—in fact, Francis goes out of his way to praise technological 
advances—but of a believer who resists the idea that every increase 
in technology is good for the earth and for humanity. “Laudato 
Si” also diagnoses a society of “extreme consumerism” in which 
people are unable to resist what the market places before them, 
the earth is despoiled and billions are left impoverished (No. 203). 
That is why it is the time, he says, to accept “decreased growth 
in some part of the world, in order to provide recourse for other 
places to experience healthy growth” (No. 193). In contrast with the 
consumerist mindset, Christian spirituality offers a growth marked 
by “moderation and the capacity to be happy with little” (No. 222). 
It is a matter of nothing less than a redefinition of our notion of 
progress.

4) Catholic social teaching now includes teaching on the 
environment.

Against those who argue that a papal encyclical on the environment 
has no real authority, Pope Francis explicitly states that “Laudato 
Si” “is now added to the body of the Church’s social teaching” 
(No. 15). By the way, an encyclical is a type of teaching that enjoys 
the highest level of authority in the church, second only to the 
Gospels and church councils like Vatican II. As such, it continues 
the kind of reflection on modern-day problems that began with 
Leo XIII’s “Rerum Novarum,” on capital and labor, in 1891. Pope 
Francis uses some of the traditional foundations of Catholic Social 
Teaching, particularly the idea of the “common good,” to frame his 
discussion. In keeping with the practices of Catholic social teaching, 

Mark Dave Mortiga, 7, jumps a gap in a walkway along the sea in 
Tacloban, Philippines, Oct. 24. Hundreds of thousands of Filipinos 
continued to live in tent camps or substandard housing, waiting for new 
housing a year after Typhoon Haiyan slammed into the central part of 
the country Nov. 8, 2013. (CNS Photo by Paul Jeffrey)
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Top Ten Takeaways...
Continued from page 4

the pope combines the riches of the church’s theology with the 
findings of experts in a variety of fields, to reflect on modern-day 
problems. To that end, he explicitly links St. John XXIII’s “Pacem 
in Terris,” which addressed the crisis of nuclear war, with “Laudato 
Si,” which addresses this newer crisis.

5) Discussions about ecology can be grounded in the 
Bible and church tradition.

Wisely, Pope Francis begins the encyclical not with a reflection 
on Scripture and tradition (the two pillars of Catholic teaching), 
which might tempt nonbelievers to set aside the letter, but with an 
overview of the crisis—including issues of water, biodiversity and 
so on. Only in Chapter Two does he turn towards “The Gospel of 
Creation,” in which he leads readers, step by step, through the call 
to care for creation that extends as far back as the Book of Genesis, 
when humankind was called to “till and keep” the earth. But we have 
done, to summarize his approach, too much tilling and not enough 
keeping. In a masterful overview, Pope Francis traces the theme 
of love for creation through both the Old and New Testaments. He 
reminds us, for example, that God, in Jesus Christ, became not 
only human, but part of the natural world. Moreover, Jesus himself 
appreciated the natural world, as is evident in the Gospel passages 
in which he praises creation. The insights of the saints are also 
recalled, most especially St. Francis of Assisi, the spiritual lodestar 
of the document. In addition to helping nonbelievers understand 
the Scripture and the church’s traditions, he explicitly tries to 
inspire believers to care for nature and the environment.

6) Everything is connected — including the economy.

One of the greatest contributions of “Laudato Si” is that it offers 
what theologians call a “systematic” approach to an issue. First, 
he links all of us to creation: “We are part of nature, included in 
it, and thus in constant interaction with it” (No. 139). But our 
decisions, particularly about production and consumption, have an 
inevitable effect on the environment. Pope Francis links a “magical 
conception of the market,” which privileges profit over the impact 
on the poor, with the abuse of the environment (No. 190). Needless 
to say, a heedless pursuit of money that sets aside the interests 
of the marginalized and leads to the ruination of the planet are 
connected. Early on, he points to St. Francis of Assisi, who shows 
how “inseparable the bond is between concern for nature, justice 
for the poor, commitment to society and interior peace” (No. 10). 
Far from offering a naïve condemnation of capitalism, Pope 
Francis provides an intelligent critique of the limits of the market, 
especially where it fails to provide for the poor. “Profit,” he says, 
“cannot be the sole criterion” of our decisions (No. 187).

7)	 Scientific	research	on	the	environment	is	to	be	praised	
and used.

Pope Francis does not try to “prove” anything about climate 
change in this document. He frankly admits that the church does 
not “presume to settle scientific questions” (No. 188). And while 
he clearly states that there are disputes over current science, his 
encyclical accepts the “best scientific research available today” and 
builds on it, rather than entering into a specialist’s debate (No. 15). 
Speaking of the great forests of the Amazon and Congo, and of 
glaciers and aquifers, for example, he simply says, “We know how 

important these are for the earth…” (No. 38: my italics.) As the 
other great Catholic social encyclicals analyzed such questions as 
capitalism, unions and fair wages, “Laudato Si” draws upon both 
church teaching and contemporary findings from other fields—
particularly science, in this case—to help modern-day people 
reflect on these questions.

8) Widespread indifference and selfishness worsen 
environmental problems.

Pope Francis reserves his strongest criticism for the wealthy who 
ignore the problem of climate change, and especially its effect 
on the poor. “Many of those who possess more resources seem 
mostly to be concerned with masking the problems or concealing 
their symptoms…” (No. 26). Why, he asks, are so many of the 
wealthy turning away from the poor? Not only because “some view 
themselves as more worthy than others,” but because frequently 
decisions makers are “far removed from the poor,” physically, with 
no real contact to their brothers and sisters (No. 90, 49). Selfishness 
also leads to the evaporation of the notion of the common good. 
This affects not simply those in the developing world, but also in 
the inner cities of our more developed countries, where he calls for 
what might be termed an “urban ecology.” In the world of “Laudato 
Si” there is no room for selfishness or indifference. One cannot care 
for the rest of nature “if our hearts lack tenderness, compassion 
and concern for our fellow human beings” (No. 91).

9) Global dialogue and solidarity are needed.

Perhaps more than any encyclical, Pope Francis draws from the 
experiences of people around the world, using the insights of 
bishops’ conferences from Brazil, New Zealand, Southern Africa, 
Bolivia, Portugal, Germany, Argentina, the Dominican Republic, 
the Philippines, Australia and the United States, among other 
places. (In this way, he also embodies the Catholic principle of 
subsidiarity, which, in part, looks to local experience and local 
solutions.) Moreover, the “new dialogue” and “honest debate” 
he calls for is not simply one within the Catholic Church (No. 14, 
16). Patriarch Bartholomew, the leader of the Eastern Orthodox 
Church, enters into the encyclical, as does a Sufi poet. In fact, 
the pope calls into dialogue and debate “all people” about our 
“common home” (No. 62, 155). A global dialogue is also needed 
because there are “no uniform recipes.” What works in one region 
may not in another (No. 180). The encyclical’s worldwide scope (as 
opposed to a more Eurocentric cast) makes it an easier invitation 
for a worldwide community.

10)  A change of heart is required

At heart, this document, addressed to “every person on the 
planet” is a call for a new way of looking at things, a “bold cultural 
revolution” (No. 3, 114). We face an urgent crisis, when, thanks to 
our actions, the earth has begun to look more and more like, in 
Francis’ vivid language, “an immense pile of filth” (No. 21). Still, 
the document is hopeful, reminding us that because God is with 
us, we can strive both individually and corporately to change 
course. We can awaken our hearts and move towards an “ecological 
conversion” in which we see the intimate connection between God 
and all beings, and more readily listen to the “cry of the earth and 
the cry of the poor” (No. 49).

To use religious language, what the pope is calling for is conversion.

James Martin, S.J., is editor at large of America and author 
of Jesus: A Pilgrimage. Twitter: @JamesMartinSJ.
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Reflection point

The Word of God
John 20:11-18
Jesus said to her, “Woman, why are you weeping? 

Whom are you looking for?” Supposing him to be the gar-
dener, she said to him, “Sir, if you have carried him away, tell 
me where you have laid him, and I will take him away.” Jesus 
said to her, “Mary!” She turned and said to him in Hebrew, 
“Rabbouni!” (which means Teacher).

Reflection
I wish to talk about about our dogs. We have quite a number 

of them. They’ve grown in number simply because the more they 
stay with us, the more they endear themselves to us. Because 
we have come to love them, they have become more difficult to 
give away.

There’s this one particular dog we named Yogi, that sneaks 
out at night by crawling under the gate. She’s intelligent and she 
solves the maze of plywood and rocks we put in the crevices.

I would know that she was able to escape. Chief, one of our 
male dogs would normally quarrel with Cotton at 2 AM. At about 3 
AM, the other dogs, Mocha and Jingle, would start barking. Those 
two dogs tell on their sister and report by barking endlessly. I get 
up and check if the blocks have been breached. When I find out 
that they have been, I repair the blocks and call on Yogi to come 
home. It doesn’t end there. When Yogi comes home, her other 
sister, Grizzly will fight with her, I think because she gets to es-
cape every night while they can’t... they are just too big crawl 
under the fence.

What does Yogi do when she’s out? She plays with the other 
dogs, eats food from the nearby tambays at the store, and runs 
like crazy from one end of the block to the other. When I call her, 
she doesn’t make it hard for me to get her back to the house. In 
fact, she’s already in front of the gate once the gate bolt opens.

That’s a routine I hope she gets to do when we move to a 
bigger house. Better also if she does it in the mornings, so I can 
get my much needed sleep.

Today’s reading is just like that. We have our versions of 
jumping over or crawling under fences. We sneak away from 
God’s love. We run away in all directions unmindful of the danger. 
Why? Perhaps because of our predisposition to sin. But the grace 
is that the Lord calls us back home every time. And because He 
calls us by name, we recognize the Call and go back home.

Here is my prayer
Lord, may I always find you and hear your voice most es-

pecially when I stray. May I recognize your voice when you call; 
when I am not able to hear you easily on dark days.

Recognizing 
Rabbouni’s 

voice

Mennen M. Aracid, Easter BCGG
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nEwsBits  /  announCEmEnts nEwsBits / announCEmEnts

Suyuan at San Isidro Labrador Parish in Muzon, San Jose 
del Monte City, Bulacan. Facilitators/sharers: Randy and 
Cecil Rivera of Song of Ruth BCGG. Auxiliaries: Song of 
Ruth BCGG.

 laughtimE
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nEwsBits  /  announCEmEnts ProsE and PoEtry
Chacho Angeles, Thessalonians BCGG

During your baptism, your Lola and I
Blessed you with these Biblical words,
On God’s ever present 
And assuring love.
With the reminder that
His love is infinitely more than the love 
That we and your parents can give you.

As you grow and come to your own,
And experience the world
With all its beauty and allures,
You will be looking at it
With eyes wide open
And mouth agape, wondering at 
All the excitement it brings.

But life too, 
Is very unpredictable
And difficult at times,
Molding your mind and your heart
Without you knowing it,

Giving you learnings and experiences,
Tears and smiles,
That would make you mature
Into the person that you are and will be.

We are old and you are still a baby
And by the time you are old enough
To appreciate and understand this,
There would be a great gulf 
That separates generations,
In life experience and in spirit.
But be assured that our love
Will bridge this gulf.

Know that there was
A time in your past when
Your doting grandparents
Were there to carry you,
To dry your tears,
To make you smile.

We often wondered at the mystery of 
This little life sleeping peacefully 
Without a care in the world,
Totally dependent on others.

You may not remember
The first word you uttered,
That only you understand,
The first time you walked,
Balancing with both hands
Spread out, like a zombie,
The first time you put out your tongue,
And the many other things you did
That made our hearts leap with joy.
But we will remember!

Child, our journey has been
Interesting, exciting and
Filled with disappointments,
Pain, joy, separation and love.

For Hannah
“He has called you by name, from the very beginning. 
You are His and He is yours. 
You belong to Him. 
He molded you in the depths of the earth, and knitted you 
together in your mother’s womb.
He carved you in the palms of His hands and hid you in the 
shadow of His embrace. 
You know Him as your own as He knows you as His own. 
He will not hide His face from you. 
Nothing will ever separate you from Him. 
Wherever you are, He will be. 
He has counted every hair on your head and guided you at 
every step. 
Wherever you go, He goes with you, and wherever you rest, 
He keeps watch. 
He will give you food that will satisfy all your hunger and drink 
that will quench all your thirst.
He looks at you with infinite tenderness, and cares for you 
with a care more intimate than that of a mother for her child.
You are His Beloved.“

Biblical passages excerpted by Fr. Henri Nouwen.
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There were days when we felt
The darkness overcoming the light.

Our relationship with our Father
Has seen its ups and downs,
And it was only lately that
We-found Him and realized 
That He has been with us 
Throughout our lives.

The Father, 
He knows and He loves best.
Depend on Him at all times,
Even when He doesn’t seem
To answer your prayers,
And is hidden from your heart.
His spirit is in all His children
Even if just an ember, He is there.

Nurture this presence
With grateful prayers,
And live by His words
And example, as told us
In the holy book.

We can never be pure as the snow,
And we can only aspire to be holy.
Try to sculpt your heart
And paint an image
That best reflects our God’s.

Be as the earth, lowly yet fruitful,
Providing for all our needs,
Humble yet all embracing.
And only like the earth can we
Respond to and live God’s love.

See God in everyone
And everything. Tread lightly. 
For you do not know 
What your heavy steps
Will trample on and hurt.

The Father does not judge,
We bring judgement on ourselves.
And when we fall for surely we will,
His mercy is in the air; breathe it in, 
And breathe it out, for others to inhale.

He is not hard on us, 
As we should not be hard 
On others, especially ourselves.
We do not know what darkness
Burdens souls in this world.

Be just in all your relationships,
And obey His will always.
Creation moves as He wills,
With majestic freedom, beauty,
As mighty as the great rivers.

Differences with others, haters
And detractors, abound; 
But God’s love shines on all, 
On both good and evil. 
Shower your love on all.

Live in the peace He gave us
For it conditions our hearts.
Contention is ambition,
A desire for recognition that
Places ourselves before Him.

Be mellow and laugh when you can,
For the soul needs to rejoice.
Brooks and streams gurgle in joy,
Horses gambol and dogs play,
But joy befits us more than them.

Cry when you must for
Our soul needs to grieve.
Every tear shed is a gift
To a soul thirsting for the 
Quenching comfort of grace.

Do not fear pain and aloneness,
Use them to dig up the treasure
In you, that ember of God’s love,
Buried under the debris
Of our worldliness.

Suffering and rejoicing
With others make
A compassionate heart.
Excelling is good, and serving
Makes us most human.

The glitter of gold and Hollywood
So blinds our eyes, that we
Lose sight of God and His love.
You were born of this love,
And to His love you will return.

Between the coming and returning,
Live this love for it will define you.
Not your wealth, not your fame,
Not your beauty, not your talent.
And as long as we are alive,
We will be with you, helping and
Accompanying you, in this living.
Do not be afraid,
For you are in our hearts,
As the Father is in our hearts.

For you, we thank the Father,
You are a gift of life and of love,
A reminder to our fearful hearts
That we must only depend
On the Father’s love,
For us to know and feel,
In the depths our hearts
That He is always with us, 
And that we are His beloved.

Through you, truly
We are Hannah!

For Hannah
Continued from page 12
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Continued on page 15

Rey Mella, Cana BCGG
 sPiritual tidBits and humor

On 
God’s 
leads 
and 

rewards
Have you ever done something sim-

ple, some action you thought was plain 
good, with no expectation of a response or 
return, and one that is seemingly unimport-
ant and insignificant but gives a hundred-
fold return?

Something like giving a beggar a piece 
of bread from the goodness of your heart 
and from your abundance and the beggar 
turns out to be the King of England, who 
rewards you abundantly for the simple act 
of generosity.

I believe I have done that several 
times in my life. Most I may have forgotten, 
but it must have been those which have 
created an abundance of possibilities and 
opportunities, simple actions that have re-
turned an abundance of blessings for me 
and for my family. More than just materially 
but an abundance of friends and a huge 
network.

______________

When I quit my job in 2003, I found 
myself with a lot of time in hands. Two 
people – a former engineer of mine and 
another ex-colleague – approached me 
and asked for my help in their own trading 
businesses. They asked me to link them to 
the right people in certain companies they 
wanted to do business with. 

Since I had time in my hands, the 
favor was something I could easily do, 
and I wanted these people to succeed, I 
obliged. I set up a meeting for Ferdie with 
the GM of my former employer and even 
went out of my way to have my name print-
ed in Ferdie’s company’s business card as 
president, a huge favor. His company that 
time was still groping its way around to get 
off the ground. 

Today, his revenue is in the millions of 
dollars. And Ferdie buys me coffee every 
now and then. But he is a friend who will 
do practically anything for me today.

Another friend, John, similarly asked 
me to introduce him to my current em-
ployer, when I wasn’t employed yet. I set 
him up with my friends in purchasing. I am 
sure I helped him get a couple of purchase 
orders. Today, John is a close friend, who 
has been inviting me to participate in his 
business. And I am seriously considering 
that when I eventually retire. 

______________

A Sunday school teacher asked her 
class why Joseph and Mary took Jesus 
with them to Jerusalem.

A small child replied: “They couldn’t 
get a baby sitter.”

______________

There are no “ifs” in God’s world. And 
no places that are safer than other places. 
The center of His will is our only safety – 
let us pray that we may always know it!”

– Corrie ten Boom
______________

Going to wakes is a personal priority. 
It has been my personal commitment to 
be present in the wakes of people I know, 
or of the relatives and loved ones of my 
friends and colleagues. It is my personal 
belief that being physically present, when-
ever I can, at the lowest point in people’s 
lives such as the death of a loved one 
makes a lot difference.

 ______________

In June, I went to two wakes with my 
wife. For some reason, both wakes were 
not so difficult to fit into my schedule. The 
wake of July, a former colleague, who I 
have not seen in over 15 years, was on a 
Friday night when we had no prayer meet-
ing.

The wake of Joseph, the son of a for-
mer colleague whom I have not seen in 10 
years, also fit conveniently on a Saturday 
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On God’s leads...
Continued from page 14

And then just as we were leaving, he 
finally mentioned something my wife and 
I had meant to ask: what happened and 
why Joseph, who was generally healthy, 
had an aneurysm at age 30. The cause 
was high blood pressure. He never had 
a real check up nor monitored his blood 
pressure considering that he was predis-
posed since his mother has high blood 
pressure.

______________

I went to both memorial services 
out of respect for these people, out of my 
Christian duty, and to sympathize with 
people on the loss of loved ones. 

And this time I was well rewarded – a 
reminder of my huge set of friends from 
a previous school and learning about high 
blood pressure as one cause of aneu-
rysm, something I could tell and remind 
my friends and members of my own family. 

______________

There is a saying that goes, “anytime 
is a good time to do something good.”

I would like to believe that I live an 
abundant life. And one of the keys must 
be that I keep trying to do something good 
for people, even something seemingly 

night. Both wakes were within 5 kms. from 
my home.

At July’s wake, I met Rey and Baby, a 
classmate and a former colleague, who in-
troduced me to a couple of alumni of CPU 
in Iloilo, where I spent 2 years of college. 

I then realized that if I needed to, I 
could reach out to a huge network of pro-
fessionals who graduated from CPU, who 
could link me to a huge number of oppor-
tunities. I have long forgotten about that 
and have taken that network for granted.

______________

At Joseph’s wake, we could have left 
within a few minutes of our arrival, because 
Danny, the father and my ex-colleague at 
Amkor, was busy with other guests and no 
one talked to us.

I did not want to be stuck in a mass 
during that wake as we just came from our 
community celebration. But, I decided to 
wait until I had a chance to talk to Danny.

When he finally talked to us, he 
shared with us what happened. I could feel 
his pain. Losing a son – something that is 
not the normal cycle of life – is just painful. 

unimportant and insignificant. Only God 
knows the endless and bountiful opportu-
nities, possibilities and rewards that small 
“favors” will give me in time. In His time.

______________

A friend was in front of me coming out 
of church one day, and the preacher was 
standing at the door, as he always does to 
shake hands. He grabbed my friend by the 
hand and pulled him aside.

The Pastor said to him, “You need to 
join the Army of the Lord!”

My friend replied, “I’m already in the 
Army of the Lord, Pastor.”

The Pastor questioned, “How come 
I don’t see you except at Christmas and 
Easter?”

He whispered back, “I’m in the secret 
service.”

______________

“For each one of us, there is only 
one thing necessary: to fulfill our own des-
tiny, according to God’s will, to be what 
God wants us to be.”

  – Thomas Merton
     No Man Is an Island

their family and with God.  Most of all we 
hope they realize they have a community 
to be part of and grow in the spirit of love. 

The youth had a chance to come 
together as sponsors of the community 
celebration. It was a time for thanksgiving 
as several of our youth members 
graduated from high school and college, 
and are moving up in life. 

We are certainly looking forward to 
more action, participation and celebrations 
for our ME youth.

Paul & Nette Puthenpurekal
Youth Ministry Head, Easter BCGG

Discipling...
Continued from page 1

Chaircouple Regie and Daisy de Guzman (left and right), with Youth 
Ministry Head Paul Puthenpurekal (2nd from left) and guest speaker 

Nico Capucion.
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Calendar of Activities:  July - September 2015
July Venue Contacts / Sponsors
04 Sat  Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center South Sector, Formation Ministry,
   Multi-Purpose Hall (3rd Floor) Prodigal 102, John, Mt. Olivet
10-12 Annual Ignatian Retreat (AIR) Carmelite Missionaries Center of Sprituality Suni Rodriguez 0917-9274750
  P2,400/person Kabangaan Road, Iruhin, Tagaytay
13 Magis Deo Fund Raising Ayala Greenfield Golf & Leisure Club Miles & Evelyn San Pedro 0917-3210356
 Golf Tournament Calamba City  Jojo Aldeguer 0917-5286934
 Registration starts at 6:00 AM  Eli Prieto 0908-7342762
18 Council Meeting (Host: Dimanalata) Magis Office, 2/F Annex, CeFam Bldg. Magis Deo 426-7191
25 Prayer Workshop Magis Office, 2/F Annex, CeFam Bldg. Ricky Valencia 0917-8680887
 ME 112 & 114  Jojo Aldeguer 0917-5286934
26 Suyuan – Olandes Nativity of Our Lord Parish Jojo & Rhea Gaddi 0917-8557376
   Industrial Valley, Marikina City 
August
01 Sat  Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center North Sector, Praxis Ministry, Finance,
   Multi-Purpose Hall (3rd Floor) Song of Ruth, Tala, Transfiguration
08 Magis Deo Fund Raising Cinema 1, Glorietta Cinema, Makati City Rico Lim 0917-5331677 / 0925-8803095
 (Movie Blocking - 3 pm)  Agnes Escalona / Pam Narciso
 “Fantastic Four”  Leo Soliman 0927-2782383
    Apin Llamas 0915-7458773
15 Council Meeting (Host: Mella) Magis Office, 2/F Annex, CeFam Bldg. Magis Deo 426-7191
September
05 Sat  Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center Central Sector, Outreach Ministry
   Multi-Purpose Hall (3rd Floor South & Central BCGGs
19 Council Meeting (Host: Sta. Maria) Magis Office, 2/F Annex, CeFam Bldg. Magis Deo 426-7191
27 Magis J.U.G. Sportsfest TBA Rico Lim 0917-5331677 / 0925-8803095
    Magis Deo 426-7191

July Birthday Celebrants
2 Levy Domingo Song of Ruth
2 Roi Palencia Tala
5 Au Articulo ME Class 120
7 Tony Narciso Easter
7 Joy Rago Agnus Dei
7 Grace Santos Thessalonians
8 Celia Echivaria Exodus
10 Rhea Gaddi Prodigal 102
10 Rose Viduya ME Class 117
11 Peping Echivaria Exodus
12 John Cambas ME Class 120
13 Leny Alnajes Song of Ruth
15 Jet Quimel Exodus
15 Yayette Ventigan John
16 Edwin Gumila Easter
16 Rico Lim Easter
17 Kit Palmario Psalm 98
18 Arnel Isip Corinthians
21 Noel Gascon ME Class 119
22 Benny Vistan Psalm 46-Samaritans
23 Grace Catangay Tala
23 Rudy De Guzman Archangel Gabriel
23 Ed Macalalad Mt. Olivet
25 Doy Dizon Archangel Gabriel
25 Rissa Serafin ME Class 120
26 Carlos Pizarro Corinthians
28 Ryan Malangen ME Class 117
28 Ging Manuel ME Class 121
29 Bernie Isip Corinthians
29 Anne Naldo Psalm 46-Samaritans
30 Jum Bautista ME Class 121
31 Yella Castillo Archangel Gabriel

July Wedding Anniversaries
4 Jojo & Jane Aldeguer Mustard Seed
8 Mino & Susan Exconde ME Class 116
10 John & Glo Boren Agnus Dei
10 Denis & Joy Rago Agnus Dei
10 Ricky & Trixie Sun Archangel Gabriel
11 Chito & Vicky Babaran Magnificat
11 Claro & Linda Santos Agnus Dei
17 Rico & Freda Berwite ME Class 116

18 Ed & Tatic Castillo Cana
18 Ariel & Jane Fernandez ME Class 104
19 Jason & Leni Sanchez Tala
21 Bing & Vikki Brillantes Cana
22 Ferdie & Lyn+ Cruz Psalm 98
22 Tony & Benny Vistan Psalm 46-Samaritans
24 Nan & Ai Palete Prodigal 102
25 Goody & Beth Vargas Agnus Dei
28 Ryan & Pam Malangen ME Class 117
31 Doy & Becky Dizon Archangel Gabriel
31 Eric & Steph Martinez Song of Ruth
31 Dodo & Jon Sta. Maria Transfiguration

Birthdays - First 10 days of  August
2 Andy Mangahas St. Peter
3 Noli Siquian ME Class 117
5 Ronald Ong ME Class 119
5 Rommel Villafuerte ME Class 121
7 Will Gonzales ME Class 121
7 Jes Gumila Easter
7 Trixie Sun Archangel Gabriel
8 Boy Cruz James, Brother of John
9 Nilo Sta. Maria Magnificat
10 Terry Abella Mustard Seed
10 Larnz Briones Francis

Wedding Anniversaries - First 10 days of August
8 Ramie & Mimi Santos Psalm 46-Samaritans
10 Rudy & Lyn Ebardo Francis
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